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Introduction

o People and their relationships make up a social network.

o As a model for spreading information across social networks, Influence

Maximization is gaining traction.

o Algorithmic bias and fairness, has surprisingly garnered little attention thus far.

o This issue is important in studying how information spreads in a community of

networks, with application areas like marketing, news dissemination, vaccination,

and generating online trends.

o Because historical prejudices may be encoded in human networks, algorithms that

use them to automate outcomes may capture and recreate such biases



Brief  about our proposals

In our current work, we attempted to address the problem of fair influence

maximization by defining fairness with heuristics.

1. We proposed a new heuristic based algorithm for fair influence maximization, called FairMIA

(fair maximum influence arborescence) which is inspired from MIA algorithm.

2. We demonstrated that our algorithm performs satisfactorily via the ‘Price of Fairness’,

‘Fairness Score’ and ‘Maximin’ metrics.

3. We proposed new ‘Fairness Score’ metric for determining how equitably a particular attribute

has been influenced.

4. We proposed a model to construct synthetic networks to evaluate fairness influence

maximization.



1. We proposed a new heuristic based

algorithm for fair influence

maximization, called FairMIA (fair

maximum influence arborescence) which

is inspired from MIA algorithm.

o Algorithm has the below structure:

➢Initialization

➢Main Loop:

➢Update incremental influence and fair

influence spreads.

➢Subtract incremental influence and fair

influence spreads.

➢Add new incremental influence and fair

influence spreads.

Return seed set S



2. We demonstrated that our algorithm performs satisfactorily via the ‘Price of

Fairness’, ‘Fairness Score’ and ‘Maximin’ metrics.

o Maximin Fairness - Maximin Fairness encapsulates the simple objective of

enhancing the lives of the poorest population. That is, aim to maximize any

group’s minimal influence as a fraction of its population.

o Price of Fairness - calculated the Price of Fairness, which would be the ratio of

optimal influence to best achievable influence, to determine the cost of

guaranteeing a reasonable outcome for the diversified community.



3. We proposed new ‘Fairness Score’ metric for determining how equitably a

particular attribute has been influenced.

oFairness score - The fairness score is a new metric we’ve developed for

determining how equitably a particular attribute has been influenced. This fairness

score ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating the highest fairness and 0 indicating no

fairness in the influence maximization approach



4. We proposed a model to construct synthetic networks to evaluate fairness

influence maximization.

o The Barabasi-Albert Model is a 

straightforward approach for 

generating scale-free networks.

o These are extensively utilized as 

they closely resemble real-life 

social networks. 

o In this paper, we present an 

addition to the Barabasi-Albert 

that combines user-defined 

subgroups or selections such as 

’25-30,’40-50,’male,’female,’ with 

user-defined attribute values 

such as Age, Gender, Ethnicity.



Experiments

oWe utilized two datasets or social networks in the experiment - Antelope Valley

network and synthetic dataset.

oIC model is employed. 10000 simulations were executed on the IC model to obtain

optimal influence and fair influence. A total of 15 seeds were considered and

influence threshold was set to 0.01.

o Our own BA enhanced approach also generates a networkx graph from a

synthetic dataset. To create the synthetic dataset, we used the following parameters



Results





Conclusion
o We demonstrated in our work to address the problem of fair influence maximization by

defining fairness with heuristics. Ours was the first attempt to induce fairness with
heuristics for influence maximization.

o We could successfully show that our proposed new heuristic-based algorithm for fair
influence maximization performed comparatively better than MIA.

o Our experimental evaluations demonstrated that our proposed algorithm performs
satisfactorily via the ’Price of Fairness’, ’Fairness Score’ and ’Maximin’ metrics.

o The fairness score metric was a new attempt to determine how equitably a particular
attribute was influenced.

o Our novel model constructed to generate synthetic networks for evaluating fair
influence maximization has also produced a satisfactory result.
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